ADDENDUM # 1
Naperville Public Library
95th St. Library Parking Lot Conduit & Wiring RFP
Questions thru July 16, 2020

1. If there is any landscaping work needed after trenching on the islands, who is responsible for that?
   a. The contactor is responsible for any landscaping work related to excavations done around pole bases on parking lot islands. Contractor will fill any excavations with pea gravel and soil, raked level, then install grass seed and mesh blanket.

2. When trenching in the lot, is the electrical contractor responsible for removing the spoils, or will the asphalt contractor?
   a. The electrical contractor is responsible for removing the spoils generated when performing their trenching work.

3. Is the electrical contractor responsible for backfilling the trench with material?
   a. Yes, the electrical contractor is responsible for filling the electrical conduit trenching with CA6 stone.

4. Clarification on if the electrical contractor trenches and damages the binder asphalt will the paving company fix it prior to installing the surface coat of asphalt.
   a. The asphalt contractor will be milling four inches of asphalt, both the binder and surface coarse layers will be removed.

5. Are we taking the new wiring back into the building?
   a. Splices made into the existing handholes instead is acceptable. Splices must be made direct burial rated waterproof with epoxy.

6. Who is responsible for any concrete or sidewalk replacements if demo is needed?
   a. The electrical contractor is responsible for repairing or replacing any concrete curbing or sidewalk slabs that require demolition during the project.

7. What do you mean by, “Grounding to be verified and corrected if necessary” in the bid document?
   a. The electrical contractor is responsible for verifying proper grounding of all light poles to less than five ohms. Any repairs or replacement parts are the responsibility of the electrical contractor to ensure compliance.

8. Will the parking lot milling be done all at once, or will it be phased?
   a. The parking lot milling will be phased.